There will be primary and secondary users. Primary users will have ability to approve access. University supervisors will be secondary users, and these will be assigned by primary users.
Each student is listed four times, once for each task. Submission status. This is all under the management section.

*ETS will provide us with account info.
EPP User Access to Resources on Informational Website

My Resources

- Authoring Form/Dissimilarities
- Contact ETP/Program/Staff
- Dates and Deadlines
- Frequently Asked Questions from Tech Takers
- Finding with Permissions
- Library of Examples
- MoPTA Candidate and Educator Handbook
- Missouri Teacher Standards
- Store Reports for ETPs
- Submissions System User Guide
- Supporting Candidates
- Task 1: Contextual Factors Chart
- Task 1: Instructional and Support Resources Chart
- Task 1 Video
- Task Requirements and Rubrics
Right now, you can’t view task responses at any point, only task 1. It’s the only one we can see on response.
MoPRA Presentation August 5 2015 3.pptx
This is where the task 1 scorer provides feedback and then hits “submit feedback” so student can see it.

*ETS will reach out to us to give us access. And we’ll be able to see what type of assessment they’ve signed up for (make sure they chose NON VIDEO!!!)
Task 1

- Reviewed/Evaluated by the EPP faculty
- Match the written response to the appropriate guiding prompt
- Read response and any relevant artifacts
- Compare it to the relevant row of the rubric textbox
- Determine which level of evidence the candidate has provided
Many ways to provide feedback. Handbook is color coded, so they’re not expecting us to read the whole thing. It would be good to read the first 15 pages.

This first task is a bridge to other tasks.
MoPTA handbook is the key place to get most answers on how to deal with task 1.
Their training happens from August through September.